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Em: aibsnlearaj@gmail.com 

No.: AIBSNLEA/RAJ/2012-14/128 Dated: 15-09-2014 

To, 

Shri A.K.Goel 
CGM (NTR), 2nd Floor,  
Kidwai Bhawan,  
Janpath, New Delhi-110001 

Sub: Unjustified & discriminatory posting orders on promotion to DEs in NTR Circle-Regarding. 

Ref: Your office letter no. 1-2/2012-Admn./KW/69 dt.11-09-2014 

Respected Sir, 

In the above cited reference and subject matter, we are constraint to mention that in the DEs postings 
on promotion have been issued in NTR Circle on unjustified and discriminatory manner. 

The DEs have been posted to the distant stations in Rajasthan Circle without any justification of DE 
posts on these stations. All the DEs have been posted to 200 to 250 Kms. away from their choice stations on the 
pretext that DEs are have to be posted to distant stations just to harass them. Even some DEs have been 
posted on the stations where no SDE or JTO is posted. It clearly reflects the mind-set of the management to put 
these DEs in maximum trouble. Some DEs have requested to leave NTR and requested their transfer to other 
circles, either their requests are not being forwarded or in case they are transferred by BSNL C.O. they are not 
being relived. 

In this calculative manner the executives are being harassed and demoralised in NTR Circle. The 
members of this Association are seriously frustrated and agitated. The following is submitted for kind 
consideration on: 

 All the promoted DEs have been allotted different posting stations which are very far to their 
present posting ignoring the availability of the vacant posts at present location:- All the promoted 
DEs should be accommodated locally on vacant post. 

 Some executives have allotted the station where neither SDEs nor JTOs have been posted 
previously:- Posting should be done on standard DE post. 

 Two SDEs have been relived even after they have been forgone their promotion due to their 
compelling family circumstances:- Reliving orders should be forfeited.  

 Three SDEs have been allotted different circle on promotion to DEs have not been relived and are 
being deprived from early joining on new post while those who had been allotted NTR have been 
relived forcefully:- These SDEs should be relived immediately to join on new destination. 

The orders issued clearly indicates the arbitrarily, discriminatory & dictator attitude of the NTR 
management.  

We request your kind honour for modifying the orders as and where the vacancies are available to 
accommodate all the promoted DEs locally on vacant posts. It will help the individual DEs and the BSNL 
viability also. 

With regards,  

 Yours sincerely 
  
 
 
 (M.K.Morodia) 
 Circle Secretary 
Copy to:-  

1. Hon’ble A.N.Rai, CMD BSNL, New Delhi for immediate intervene in the case. 
2. Shri Prahlad Rai, Genl. Secy. AIBSNLEA, New Delhi for n/a pl. 
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